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About This Game

Friends always manage, because they stick together, no matter what. Five friends are walking through the ancient Castle
Balthasar, that is embedded in Europa-Park, one of the largest theme parks in the world. They enjoyed a fabulous day together
filled with stunning rollercoaster rides, spectacular shows and lots of fun. While having a break at Balthasar Castle they step on

a hidden trap door and are falling into the underground of the castle. Below the castle they get lost in a mysterious maze of
forgotten dungeons. They are all alone but they know they can escape only together. Watch out the "Nightgrabber" on the way

out, that is trying to keep them in the dungeon and putting obstacles into their way.

Features:

Puzzle and Skill game mode

All characters with different exclusive abilities

Combination of different character skills required

Control of all characters

Intuitive control and tutorial
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I would recommend for children.

also note that one mouse button is for movement
and the other mouse button is for special skill
so to jump the pit, you click on the center of the pit. Personally i wouldn't recommend this game because the game isn't very
smooth(the game feels a bit buggy).

Pro's :
- Some levels are fun(but these are hard to find)

Cons :
- Graphics are terrible
-Gameplay isn't smooth
-weird random loud sound effects(very cheap ones)
- Easy animations
-Death animation is buggy
-Checkpoints are hard to find(I needed to do the tutorial all over again after finishing it.
-Controls aren't explained at the beginning(Had to look for them in the menu.)

I'd give this game a 3\/10, it might be fun to play if you can pick it up for just one dollar but 10$ is way above the game's
quality.

Steam refund was luckly my saviour!. Nope. Even with a mouse in it, it's nope.. After about 25min of play I had 2 crashes,
multiple times where the camera and the things I was controlling would go anywhere they wanted.
The game at least to my experience, is all over the place. It has potetial and if it is fixed it could make an ok game, especially for
younger ages. But at the current (12th of July 2015) state, ehh, yeah...
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=oLfP1QDTJ2Y
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